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Ralph Cinque 
LewRockwell.com 

December 10, 2011 

It’s always heartening to me to hear from people in response to my articles about the murder of John Kennedy 
because it tells me that interest in this crime of the century, this coup d’etat against America, is still strong and 
healthy. 

And yesterday’s article was no exception: I have heard from a lot of people, and most of them, the vast majority, 

have been very supportive. But, one person pointed out something that I missed, and it is absolutely blowing my 
mind. 

First take a look at the picture of Oswald. 

Look at his collar. His left collar is more clear than his right, so look to your right. Notice that it is a double collar. 
There is a large flap at the neck level, and then there is a longer, more tapered flap below the neck level. And you 
can see the notch between the two flaps. You could say that his shirt is designed more like a jacket. 

Now look at the picture of Lovelady. 

Above: Lovelady sits as Oswald is brought by after 

arrest. Right Lovelady in the Martin film. : 

Look at his shirt. It has just one flap, right? And note that most men’s shirts only have one flap. That’s the 
standard thing. To look closer, you could try enlarging it. But, instead of using the plus button on your picture 
viewer, which lessens the resolution, I find that it’s better to use a magnifying glass. But, there is definitely only 
one flap there. 

Now look at the picture of Doorway Man: 
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It shows the double collar very clearly. You could also call it a lapel. There is a little lapel there, just like on a suit 
jacket. And it’s just like what we see on the larger picture of Oswald, who is wearing a nice tweed shirt with a 
dressy lapel. In the picture above, you can see the notch between the two flaps, and the two flaps together give the 
appearance of a question mark. That’s on the left side, close to the column. I realize that it’s small and subtle, but 
it’s still there- clearly and unmistakably. That little extra fold of material, that little extension, that little tail, proves 
that the Doorway Man can’t be Lovelady because Lovelady is not wearing that kind of a shirt. He is wearing a 
regular shirt with a simple collar, the kind that characterizes 98% of the shirts that men wear. 

Oswaid be past 
Lovesnay at police 

station on Nov. 22nd. 

Shape of Loveiady’s hairline 
i matches Doorway Man, 

Finally, in the last picture, glance back and forth rapidly between Doorway Man and Lovelady. Do it quickly and 
repeatedly, but focus just on their collars. Try to dismiss everything else. And forget about the picture of Lovelady 
from 1971. That was a staged shot taken 8 years later. It looks like they may have tried to fold his shirt back some 
to make him look like Doorway Man. But, the picture to the right of that was taken on the day of the assassination. 
And clearly, there is just one flap to the collar and no extra lapel. It’s just a standard, one-collar shirt, as it most 

likely would have been, and as most shirts are. Check your own closet. 

It?s not the same shirt, so it’s not the same man. There is no way that Lovelady could be the Doorway Man. 

Do you realize what this means? It means that the Doorway Man was Oswald- unless they can come up with 
another Texas Schoolbook Depository employee who happened to look like him. And it means that Oswald could 
not have been on the 6th floor firing at Kennedy. 

This means that it’s over. Game; Set; Match. There is tons of other evidence, but if there were no other evidence, 

this alone exonerates Oswald. He could not have killed Kennedy. 

How does one go about contacting the Attorney General of the United States, Eric Holder? It’s time to reopen the 
investigation of the murder of President Kennedy. 

Please share this article with everyone you know and also the Youtube video version which can be seen below: 
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We need to work together to take this video viral. To paraphrase Lee Harvey Oswald, I need someone to come 
forward and provide me with networking assistance. I need someone who is really savvy at using the social 
networking sites, such as Youtube, Facebook, and Twitter. We need to appeal to the young. They are the ones who 
will be most receptive. And realize that exposing the lies about Kennedy’s murder, which have been shoved down 
our throats for almost 50 years, will challenge the honesty and legitamacy of not only the government but also the 
media, that is, the mainstream media. And think of what it could do for Ron Paul’s campaign. Who are people 
going to trust after this? Gingrich? Romney? Obama? Heck no! This will stamp in people’s minds that the only 
honest, decent person among the presidential contenders, the only one worthy of trust, is Ron Paul. Help me. 
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1. NewTruther says: 

December 11, 2011 at 4:22 pm 

I thought Oswald was off site in the back of the dallas police cruiser with the Dallas police officer and 
Oswald’s FBI handler. 

The reason he was off site was because the group of men who framed Oswald didn’t want him to be seen in 
such a photo. 

In my opinion, Oswald was working with an FBI handler on mail order rifle fraud. That is why we see him 
with the rifle and the newspaper (The FBI guy probably took this photo). 

Here is how it went down. The FBI guy and the Dallas police officer drove Oswald off site. The FBI guy 
waited for the assasination as they sit in the parked cruiser. Then, another car pulls up. The FBI guy lets 
Oswald out of the cruiser. The FBI guy walks around the cruiser and shoots the Dallas police officer. The FBI 
guy takes off in the 2nd car. Oswald freaks out thinking he is going to be set up for killing the Dallas police 
officer. 

What is behind the fence at the top of the grassy knoll? 

It is the service entrance for the sewer drain at the curb of the grassy knoll. The fatal shot came from the 
sewer drain. 70 feet away. 22 degrees toward the car and 4 degrees up to the sky. 

The storm sewer had a better shot than the book depository. How many shots missed from the book 
depository? 2, 3 or 4? How many shots were successful from the storm drain? 1. 

Log in to Reply 

2. theredpill says: 
December 11, 2011 at 4:19 pm 

Yes, the same people who tried to kill Andrew Jackson are the same people that killed jfk.If you were playing 
jepardy the question would be who is Esau-Edom? 

Log into Reply 

3. New WorldOrgone says: 
December 11. 2011 at 4:14 pm 

Yes, Mr. Holder, | know you’re busy trying to frame the 2nd Amendment and arm Mexican drug cartels, but 
is there anyway you can reopen the Kennedy case? 

Log in to Reply 

4, Funny haha says: 
December 11. 2011 at 3:43 pm 

Next we’ll be hearing about how the moonlanding was hoaxed. 

The fact is: Oswald did shoot Kennedy. Not only that, but he did it all by himself. Russia taught him how to 
hate freedom and the US taught him how to shoot. Sorry to rain on the crazy parade. 
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Now that doesn’t mean everything adds up. I’d bet, however, someone put oswald up to it. Not only that, but | 
think he may have had a little extra help steeling his nerves, as he seems to have been a coward. Infact, there 
are some interesting similarities between what Oswald did, and what Sirhan Sirhan did. I’m not going to 
elaborate, but | certainly think my guess nearer the mark than crazy babble about Illuminati, the devil, or the 
NWO. But you guys gotta realize that the stories around here, are, well, exaggerated at best. Made up at 

worst. Old Kurt Nimmo’s written articles making reference to things he seems to have just made up. I don’t 
know why AJ passes off so much BS as the gospel truth, but it doesn’t matter how you dress it up, this crap is 
insane. You guys gotta be smarter than this, I can’t be here to hold your hands on every little article and point 
out the flaws and lies. 

Log in to Reply 

° bob jones says: 
December 11. 2011 at 5:21-pm 

Just the fact alone that a man with Jack Ruby’s reputation, and the police knew him very well, was 
allowed to walk into this situation, armed and unopposed to forever silence Oswald, which was really the 
whole key to the cover-up, should be more than enough to make anyone realize that this involved more 
than just one lone nut. 

Log in to Reply 

5. Husky says: 
December 11. 2011 at 2:29 pm 

Ralph Cinque is just another crockpot that is looking for notoriety. Several witnesses back in 1964 
corroborated that it was indeed Lovelady standing in the doorway. 

How long will the conspiracy kooks continue their onslaught? 

When one reads Alex Jones, everything that has happened in the world is a conspiracy by the government. 

Log in to Reply 

° Shenanigan the Great says: 
December | 1. 2011 at 2:47 pm 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.. THIS IS MISINFORMATION I’M TRYING TO GET IT THROUGH 
TO THESE A HOLES...... CHECK OUT THE YOUTUBE VID I’M TALKING ABOUT BELOW.. 
LET ME KNOW IF U SEE THAT CONNELLY IS SURPRISED ABOUT THE SHOT FROM BEHIND 
BUT THEN LOOKS TO WHERE THE HEAD SHOT GRASSY NOLE SHOOTER WAS JUST 
BEFORE THE HEAD SHOT... LET ME KNO WHAT U THINK. 

Log in to Reply 

6. Shenanigan the Great says: 
December [1.2011 at 2:27 pm 

youtube search.. (Hi quality footage of JFK Assassination).. (OR IS THIS TOO HARD FOR YOU KNOW IT 
ALLS?) 
I WOULD LIKE TO KNO WHO GOVERNOR CONNELLY WAS LOOKING AT AT 3:45. HE IS 
LOOKING TO WHERE THE HEAD SHOT EVENTUALLY CAME FROM I THINK HE KNEW ABOUT 
THE GRASSY NOLE SHOOTER BECAUSE HE BACKS AWAY FROM KENNEDY AND LOOKS TO 
THE RIGHT OF THE CAR WHERE THE FATAL SHOT CAME FROM... I THINK HE WAS 
SURPRISED BY THE SHOT FROM BEHIND THROUGH THE BACK BECAUSE I BELIEVE THEY 
KEPT CONNELLY IN THE DARK ABOUT PATSY OSWALD IN BOOK DEPOSITORY.. BUT HE IS 
CLEARLY LOOKING TO THE RIGHT OF THE CAR WHERE THE FATAL HEAD SHOT CAME 
FROM. let me know what u guys think!?! 

Log in to Reply 

° Shenanigan the Great says: 
December 11, 2011 at 2:30 pm 
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